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Size effects in the electronic heat capacity of small platinum particles embedded in silica*
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Heat-capacity measurements on sputtered granular metal films of Pt-SiO, were carried out between 1 and
12'K. Mean sizes of the Pt particles range from 10 to 26 A; this small size coupled with these low

temperatures makes the average electronic-energy-level spacing 8 in the Pt metal large compared to k~T. A
quantum size effect in the electronic heat capacity of a metal has been predicted in this limit, 8+ k~ T, and is

observed here for the first time, although in a very limited temperature range. Difficulity in observing this size

effect was caused by a large heat-capacity enhancement over bulk values in the insulating vitreous silica. This
enhancement is ascribed to the Pt particle inclusions in the host SiO, matrix augmenting the low-frequency

Einstein modes first observed in the specific heat of SiO, by Flubacher et al.

I. INTRODUCTION

This study was to investigate the effects of small
size on the electronic heat capacity of a metal.
For reasons discussed below, platinum was chosen
to be cosputtered with electrically insulating silica.
A series of four Pt-SiO, samples with median par-
ticle sizes ranging from 10 to 26 A were prepared,
and measured from 1 to 12'K with an automated
small sample calorimeter. ' Several theoretical
predictions' " had been made on what the heat ca-
pacity of small metal particles should be when the
level spacing between adjacent electronic energy
levels, 6, became much larger than the thermal
broadening energy, A~T.

This work is the first to measure a sizable de-
crease in the heat capacity of an ensemble of small
metal particles within an insulating matrix. This
decrease is discussed in light of the above-men-
tioned theories' ' of size effects in the electronic
heat capacity (C") of small metal particles. The
only other heat-capacity work on isolated small
metal particles to date has been by Novotny,
Meincke, and Watson, ' and by Novotny and Meincke
(NM). ' Their work was designed to investigate
surface phonon effects. In that work, supercon-
ducting lead particles 22 —60 A in size were mea-
sured, as well as 22-A In particles. Since the
electronic heat capacity (C") was such a small
portion of the total, at most 7% in that work, no

opportunity for accurate determination of size ef-
fects in Cei was present. However, NM' did claim
to see some slight [(1—2)%j decrease in C» be-
tween 5 and 8'K which they ascribed to decreases
in Cpb. In the present work, C' is greater than
60% of C~, below 5'K. In the aggregate Pt-SiO„
Cei of the platinum ranges from 50 to 75% of the
total C at 1.3'K and from 11 to 14% of the tots, l
aggregate C at O'K for the four samples reported
on herein. Thus, the present work has a greatly

enhanced sensitivity to small changes in Cei over
previous efforts.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

P(5) ~ 5 exp( —const. && 5'), (2)

which fits the nuclear data rather well.
Following this early work, Dyson" came for-

ward with a rigorous mathematical treatment of
the problem: what is the probability distribution
of the eigenvalues of an ensemble of random ma-
trices, constrained to follow certain symmetry
properties? It is necessary to consider this type
of problem for the small particle case important
here, because while a given particle will have a
certain well-defined Hamiltonian and therefore
certain electronic energy levels; experimentally,

In order to calculate the heat capacity of a col-
lection of metal particles with discrete electronic
energy levels (5» ksT), it is necessary to know
the probability distribution of levels adjacent to
the Fermi energy. This type of statistical problem
received a great deal of attention, both experi-
mental and theoretical, for the case of nuclear
energy levels during the 1950's.' Initially, prob-
ability distributions of level spacings were taken
to be exponential,

P(5) ~e ',
i.e. , the levels were randomly distributed with
respect to one another. This distribution gives a
maximum probability for zero level spacing, im-
plying that adjacent energy levels tend to lie close
together. However, experiments' showed the di-
rect opposite, that the probability of the adjacent
level lying nearby in energy went to zero with the
level spacing, 5. This prompted Wigner" to pro-
pose a new level distribution, now known as the
"Wigner surmise, "
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TABLE I. Predictions for the heat capacity of small metal particles in the low-temperature
limit.

Results of Kubo (Ref. 4)

Results of DMS (Ref. 5)
C/k
Poisson
Or thogonal
Symplectic
Unitary

Orthogonal C fx: T
Sympl. ectic
Unitary

even odd
5.02k' T/6 3.2 gkg T/6
3.p2 x10(AT/6) ~ 1.78 &&10(AT/5) 2

3.18 &10 (kgT/&) 1.64 &10 (kgT/&)
5.88 x10'(AT/6) 3

heat capacity can only measure a large ensemble
of particles. As long as each of these particles is
of the same metal, the important symmetries will
be universal, these symmetries being whether the
electron's spin is a. good quantum number (whether
the spin-orbit coupling parameter g is greater or
less than the level splitting 5), and whether there
is time-reversal invariance (magnetic field pH
relative to 5).

This applicability to the small particle case of
Dyson's work, built on the nuclear energy-level
work of the 1950's, was used by Kubo' and by
Denton, Muhlschlegel, and Scalapino (DMS)' to
calculate the low-temperature electronic specific
heat (C") of a.n ensemble of electrically isolated,
rough-surfaced small metal particles. For Dy-
son's three symmetries, called orthogonal (q «5;
H=O), symplectic (q» 5; H=0), and unitary (q» 5;
pH» 5), Kubo and DMS arrived at the results in
Table I, where the results for the three types of
metals have distinctly different leading term tem-
perature dependences, all of them different from
the usual first power dependence of C" in a bulk
metal,

C"= ~v kaN(0) T = yT .

Kubo merely used the single adjacent level to the
Fermi level with the Dyson statistics. Thus, his
calculation of the leading temperature dependence
of C" is applicable only at very low temperatures
k~T «5. DMS used several adjacent levels and
found the results in Ta.ble I whose validity extends
up to kaT ~ 0.15. DMS (see also Denton") in addi-
tion showed that their low-T-limit results were
dependent on size variance only in the coefficient,
not in the power law exponent.

In addition to the temperature dependence, the
size of the predicted C" shows marked differences
from the bulk. DMS's calculation of C" via com-
puter (see Fig. 1) extends beyond the low T limit
of k~T ~ 0.15 and shows a marked decrease in the
small particle C", both from bulk values and from
a calculation by Kubo' using the random level dis-
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FIG. 1. C for isolated small metal particles, as cal-
culated by DMS (Hef. 5). Leading term temperature de-
pendences of Table I are valid only below k~T/~=-0. 1 as
shown in the expansion of the low-temperature behavior
of C.

tribution of Eg. (1). As can be seen in Table I and

in Fig. 1, Kubo's early calculation gives a linear
temperature dependence but decreased by approxi-
mately half below the bulk value. The DMS pre-
dictions at very low temperatures can be seen in

Fig. 1 to be extremely small relative to the bulk
C", reflecting the decrease in the temperature
derivative of the energy of a system where inter-
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SIZE OISTRIBUTIONS FOR Pt-SIO2 SAMPLES
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FIG. 2. Histograms of particle sizes in the four
Pt-Si02 samples. Widths of the distributions are quite
small except for a larger particle tail existing in the
distribution for sample No. 3, with median particle size
of 26 A.

level thermal excitation is suppressed,

These predictions of DMS predicate a rigorously
constrained experimental design, which fortunately
became possible to accomplish using the small
sample automated calorimeter developed at Stan-
ford. '

By cosputtering a small amount of nonreactive
metal like Pt or Au with an insulator like Al, Q3 or
SiQ„ it was found feasible to create isolated small
metal particles. Substrate temperature, type of
metal, amount of metal on the target, and sput-
tering power were all investigated as ways to vary
the particle size. Sputtering at a fixed, low(50-W)
power for periods exceeding 100 h using Pt while
varying the surface area of metal on the target
between production runs was found to produce
films with small particles (& 30 A), quite narrow
size distributions (see Fig. 2), adequate metal
content (&15 wt. Vg, see Table II), and with suf-
ficient weight (15 mg) of composite metal-insula-
tor in order to measure C with reasonable abso-
lute accuracy (better than 5%). Pt gives much
smaller particle sizes than Au for the same condi-
tions due to Pt's lower mobility upon arriving at
the substrate. This smaller size creates larger
level spacing. Using as an approximation'

where z~ is the Fermi energy and N is the number
of electrons in the particle, Fig. 2 and Table II
show that the films studied herein are certainly
in DMS's limit k~7 ~ 0.15 between 1 and 10 K.
Alternatively, using the quantum-mechanical par-
ticle-in-a-box model for level splitting, Table II
shows that the DMS limit is also reached within
the range of measurement of this experiment, 1 to
12'K. The choice of SiQ, over Al, Q, was a more
difficult decision. Sputtered Al, Q, was found to
always have a low-temperature Schottky peak in

C,"'"thus, SiQ, was used, even though SiQ, has

TABLE II. Parameters for the four Pt-Si02 samples.

Sample No. 1

Average particle size
Sputtering rate (A/h)
Film weight (mg)
Approximate film thickness (pj
Density (g/cm3)
Microprobe run No. 1

Pt wt. %
S102 wt. /o

Microprobe run No. 2

Pt. wt. %
Si02 wt. /p

Heat-capacity addenda
7=1.25'K

4.2 'K
9.2 K

Energy-level splitting
5/kg ——q~/Pf

Particle in a box
6/k~

10A
5000

15.975
75
1.33

17.7/o

82.3/p

15.6%
84.4/o

39/o
38/o

34%

1680 K

1016'K

21 A

16,21
41
2.04

33.6%
66.4%

32.5'jo

67.5%

24%
40Vo

41+

176 K

104 'K

26A
7200

16.97
112

1.78

27.9%
72.1%

28.9/o

71.1/p

42/o

41/o

16A
3900

16.263
42

16.7/o

83.3/o

16.0/p

84.0/o

36/o
53'/o

52/o

410 K

243 'K
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a larger C than Al, O„ thus obscuring more the
metal contribution, has a linear term at low tem-
peratures, "'"and has three Einstein modes" at
13, 32, and 58'K that are important contributions
to C.

The parameters for the four Pt-SiO, films final-
ly used in this study are given in Table II. The
particle sizes were determined by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) on thin samples sput-
tered under identical conditions onto carbon-
coated copper grids. As may be seen in Fig. 2,
particle size distributions are quite narrow for
three of the four films; film No. 3 has a substan-
tial amount of particles larger than the median
26 A size quoted in Table II. Two different checks
were made to ensure that these thin TEM samples
were adequate representations of the particle size
in the thick samples used for measurement of C.
One was to increase the sputtering time of the thin
samples from 3 min to 9 and also 15 min. As can
be derived from the sputtering rates of Table II,
this corresponds to changing the thickness from
=250 to =1250 A. TEM photos on this progression
of thicknesses show no detectable increase in par-
ticle sizes. Another check was to attempt to de-
termine particle size via x -ray line-broadening
techniques. " Although this technique becomes
somewhat uncertain for these very small particle
sizes due to complications in the theory, " it did
serve to further substantiate the sizes shown in
Table II for the thick samples, since the x rays
sampled the entire film thickness.

Cosputtering a metal with insulator has two
definite advantages over the porous glass tech-
nique of NM. ' One is that the metal particles have
excellent thermal contact with the surrounding in-
sulator. Also, determination of particle sizes via
TEM presents greater ease and accuracy over the
primary techniques of NM, mercury porosimetry,
and nitrogen gas adsorption-desorption using the
Kelvin equation. ' The obvious disadvantage of
sputtering is the small yield of material (-15 mg)
versus the plentiful yield (2 4 g) of NM. This was
surmounted by the small sample calorimeter men-
tioned above.

This calorimeter has a unique thermometer, a
small piece ( 25 mg) of silicon with phosphorous
diffused into it. After etching to a depth where the
doped phosphorous gives a convenient (1 10 kg)
resistance at 4 K, a quite sensitive thermometer
I
n = (1/A)(dA/dT) = 0.4] in the range 1—12'K is ob-

tained. The sample to be measured is thermally
bonded to the inactive side of the silicon via Wake-
field grease. Six 0.0762-mm (3-mil) Au-Cu wires
provide mechanical support and electrical contact
to the two thermometer sections and a third section
with a Cr-Ti heater evaporated onto it. Further
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FIG. 3.(a) ~/& vs & of the four Pt-Si02 samples.
Data appear to follow the simple relationship &/&=y
+PT2, with a change in the slope, P, as the temperature
is increased. This lack of 1'5 dependence at low temper-
atures as predicted by DMS (Ref. 5) for symplectic small
metal particles (Pt has a large spin-orbit coupling pa-
rameter g) was due to the obscuring enhancement in
&s;0 discussed in the text. (b) Same as Fig. 3(a), with-'2
y axis broken to show detail.

details are given in the literature. ' "
This thermometer plus sample combination then

has its temperature response to heat input mea-
sured via a Wheatstone bridge driven by a lock-in
amplifier. The response of this PAR HR-8 is mon-
itored with a Nicolet 1070 signal-averaging com-
puter, which allows the very fa,st responses of
small samples to be detected from random noise.
This relatively noiseless product of repeated aver-
aging is then analyzed via a dedicated PDP-8/e
computer. After subtracting addenda. corrections,
real time C data. are printed out. As described in
Table II, the addenda for this experiment (known
to +3%) were typically less than 40/o of the total,
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including the 0.33-mm (13-mil) AI,O, substrate
for the films as part of the addenda.

~C=C„„WC",,» aC,'",,'", (6)

where A is the wt% of Pt in the film as determined
by microprobe (Table II) and B is simila, rly for the
SiO, . The error bars in Fig. 4 are caused by the
uncertainty in the microprobe results and also by
the uncertainty in the heat capacity of SiO, . %'hat
was used for Csb", o" was the published data of Flu-

15 2
bacher et al. ,

"who measured vitreous (amorphous)
silica. Measurements in the present work on two
vitreous SiO, films sputtered at 100 %' show two
differences from the Flubacher et al. data. The
sputtered films have a linear term twice that of
Flubacher's data, and a C that is -25% lower at
10'K. These differences cause the greater part
of the error estimates in Fig. 4. As will be seen
in the discussion below, these error bars are un-
important to the conclusion.

As may be seen in Fig. 4, the net difference be-
tween the measured C and the predicted bulk C
shows an enhancement, contrary to the predicted
decrease of DMS in Fig. 1, at all temperatures ex-

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The low-temperature heat capacity of the four
Pt-siO, films is shown both in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b),
where Fig. 3(b) has a discontinuous ordinate to
show detail at low temperatures. In order to
examine the effect of small size on the heat capac-
ity of the Pt metal, Fig. 4 shows the data for each
film with the expected bulk heat capacity sub-
tracted,

cept below 2'K for the 26-A particle sample.
Thus, the discussion of the experimental results
must deal with two different phenomena —the en-
hancement seen in most of the data and the de-
crease observed in the 26-A particle sample at the
lowest temperatures.

A. Enhancement

nCs - ksx'e " (k~/T') e r& ~ (6)

Thus, this type of plot has a slope equal to -T~.
By considering Fig. 5, with d C/T' vs T' plotted
there are two distinct types of behavior: the sam-
ples with particle sizes of 10 and 26 A are similar
at all temperatures, and samples with sizes 16 and
21 A are almost identical below O'K. Thus, plots
of jn(T'd C) vs 1/T are given in Fig. 6 for the 10,
16, and 26 A samples.

From the straight-line behavior in Fig. 6, it is
clear that there is indeed a low-temperature Ein-

This enhancement was an enigma when first dis-
covered, but a plausible explanation can be pro-
posed based on Fig. 5. Since vitreous SiO, has
three local modes, it was possible that micro-
scopic inclusions ( 20 A) of a heavy metal could
affect the strength of these modes. Indeed, the
data in Fig. 5 show the typical structure of local-
mode heat capacity. The heat capacity of an oscil-
lator of a given frequency vs =k~Tx/k is

ECs,.„t„„=k~x'e "/(e" —1)', x = kv~/k~T .
The usual technique" in data reduction for assign-
ing which Einstein oscillators are present, if any,
is to plot In(T'nC) vs 1/T. From Eq. (7) for
T&T@,
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FIG. 4. &C/T vs &; the difference &C between the
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b„lk and Cd,t, shows an enhancement over
most of the temperature range. Note the extrapolated

0
26-A particle sample point at &=0, showing a decrease
i«d, t, vs C»,k, i.e., a negative &&. Also, the change
of slope present in Fig. 3 is seen to be missing; this is
because this structure in the slope in Fig. 3 is caused
by structure in Cs;, and has been subtracted away here.
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negative occurred for the 26-A particle sample below
F2=10'K2 and is detailed in Table III.
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6I-
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FIG. 6. From Eq. (8), a plot of ln(T &C) vs 1/T has
a slope giving the negative of an Einstein local mode
oscillator frequency, if one is present. As demonstrated
by this figure, local modes appear to be present as the
indicated temperatures.

stein mode present that is causing this enhanced
heat capacity of Fig. 4. Figure 7 subtracts off the
first Einstein mode discovered via Fig. 6 from hC
and plots the remainder b, C* again for the two types
of samples. Figure 7 shows that there is also a
second Einstein mode present in 6C. Further de-
termination of modes is prohibited by the small
size of the remainder 6C** and uncertainties in the
subtraction of the first two modes.

However, Figs. 6 and 7 give rather conclusive
indication that at least two low-temperature modes
are present in the heat capacity b, C, the difference
between the data and the bulk C of the same amount
of Pt and SiO, . The similarity of the Einstein tern-
peratures of these modes with those of vitreous
SiO, (13 and 32'K)" further indicates that the
source of these modes is the Pt particles increas-
ing the strength of the modes of the surrounding
silica. The enhancement in the 32'K silica mode
is quite small, &0.3% change, while the 13 'K

mode is enhanced by a factor of 3 in the 10 A sam-

pie and enhanced a factor of 1.2 and shifted down
to 7'K in the 16 A sample.

The exact mechanism for why the SiO, modes are
enhanced is no clearer than why pure vitreous
SiO, has local modes. In a review paper, "Lead-
better states that the low-temperature Einstein
modes of silica are quite likely localized vibra-
tions associated with structural defects of some
form. Thus, it is at least plausible that small
particle inclusions could be expected to increase
these structural defects as implied by the heat-
capa, city data.

B. Decrease

This effect on the structural defects would of
course be greatest for the samples with the
greatest number of particles per unit volume.
This correlates with the density of the films; from
Table II, then, the measured densities imply in a
qualitative wa.y that the films with the 10 and 26 A

particles would have the least enhancement (as they
do) since their densities are lowest. In fact, from
Fig. 5, it appears that both these samples would

have negative LC's at low temperatures. Unfor-
tunately, at the lowest temperature reachable
(1.25'K) only the 26 A sample has a. negative hC.
This is of course just what is desired in order to
show a decrease in C", as predicted by Kubo and

DMS.
Shown in Table III is the derived C"/T for the

26-A Pt-SiO, sample at the lowest temperatures.
This is derived by subtracting from the data the
expected bulk contributions just as in Eq. (6) above,
with two changes. Only the lattice contribution of
Pt is used, of course, and a small correction term
due to the enhanced lowest-temperature Einstein

TABLE III. Sample No. 3 Pt-Si02 C"for Pt small
particles.

SECOND EINSTEIN MODE

LOWEST EINSTEIN MODE

g2 (oK2)
OK2

+ 0

Ct
OJ
I-

2

0.20 0.24 0.28 0.32
1/T ('K )

PARTICLE SIZE
v IOA

l6A

FIG. 7. By subtracting the Einstein oscillators ob-
tained via Fig. 6, the remaining low-temperature data
indicate additional Einstein modes as indicated.

0.00 976
0.00 956
0.00 977
0.01 013
0.01 214
0.01 56
0.01 656
0.02 007

1.57
1 ~ 575
1.582
1.737
2.276
3.446
3.751
4.841

0.00 514 (0.4%)
0.00493 (0.4%)
0.00 514 (0.4%)
0.00 525 (0.6%)
0.0064 (2%)
0.00 768 (7%)
0.00 799 (7%)
0.00 894 (13%)

( el/y ( /y ( lattice/~ C /y Ciowest /ydata Pt Sioux Einstein mode
This can be compared to the bulk value of Ce&/T(p &/
mg'K ) = 0.0094.

Figures in parentheses are the % of the data that is
subtracted for the lowest Einstein mode in order to
arrive at the derived C"/T.
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mode in the silica is also subtracted. As can be
seen in Table III, this last correction is negligible
at the lowest temperatures.

Since C„'„'» r,/T is equal to 0.0094 in the units of
Table III,"these data clearly imply a decrease in
the electronic heat capacity of small metal par-
ticles. The possible error in these derived
C,» ~,/T values comes mostly from two sources:
the uncertainty of +4% in the microprobe results
for the amount of Pt present in the film, and the
size of the SiO, contribution at these low tempera-
tures. The microprobe uncertainty can change the
derived C „,~,/T values at the lowest tempera
tures by at most 20%. This still implies a. de-
crease in C„'„',»,/T of at lea, st 35% at 1.25'K.

The major objection to assigning these observed
decreases in the expected low-temperature heat
capacity of the 26-A particle sample to small size
effects in C" comes from possible effects in the
insulating matrix of SiO, These fall into two
categories: whether the inclusion of small metal
particles (or isolated atoms undetected by TEM)
can decrease Ca,.o at low temperatures; andS102
whether the correct numbers for Ca",.o" have been
used to arrive at Table III.

The uncertainty in C~«" is indeed sizable, but
only in a direction that decreases the apparent
C" measured in Table III. This is because the
data of Flubacher" for C,"",.o'~ which were used [Eq.
(6)] to calculate hC is in fact sma. lier at low tem-
peratures than Ca«" measured on two sputtered
films in this experiment. The use of Flubacher's
data is conservative; the use of the average Ca",.o
at 1.25'K of the two sputtered films would imply a
decrease in C„'„',~ ~,/T of 75%, versus the 45/o fig-
ure in Table III using Flubacher's" data.

The other uncertainty in Cs« is whether atomico2
or larger inclusions of Pt can decrease the heat
capacity of SiO, and thus account for the observed
decrease in Table III. The direct opposite is in
fact to be expected. We have seen above that in
the specific case treated in this work, Pt in SiO„
that low-frequency Einstein modes in the host lat-
tice have been augmented markedly by heavy metal
inclusions. In the more general case of a heavy
metal atom in a host lattice, both experimental"
and theoretical work" indicate that low-frequency
modes associated with the isolated heavy metal
impurity increases the low-temperature heat ca-
pacity of the host lattice with inclusions over a
pure specimen of the host material. This increase
is small at low temperatures, T «(5/ke) &oo, where
~, is the resonant frequency of the isolated heavy
impurity atom. For Pt in SiO, the resonant fre-
quency of any isolated metal atom would be well

above 2'K and thus this effect can be ignored.
In fact, in order to explain the apparent decrease

in C "/T in Table III by a decrea, se in C~,.o re-
quires that the host SiO, lattice heat capacity be
slightly negative. Effects in the Pt lattice likewise
would tend to decrease the apparent C"/T, since
the surfaces of the small metal particles tend to
have less lattice binding, therefore have lower
OD's and higher C""""'s. However, as discussed
in Sec. I above, the lattice contribution of Pt at
low temperatures is small, and is, in fact, only
4% of C~, at 1.25'K.

Thus, decreases in C'"'"' in either or both Pt
and SiO, are not possible explanations for the ob-
served decreases in the low-temperature heat ca-
pacity of sample No. 3 of this work. As a working
hypothesis, then, the explanation for the observed
decrease in the heat capacity of the composite Pt-
SiO, sample No. 3 measured in this work is that,
as shown in Table III, the electronic heat capacity
of the 26-A Pt particles has decreased relative to
C y y g p t as predicted by Kubo' and by DMS. '

V. CONCLUSIONS

This experiment has shown that cosputtering a
metal with an insulator is a fruitful and flexible
method of preparing isolated small metal particles.
Cosputtered Pt-SiO, samples were measured using
a small sample calorimeter and showed, on one
sample, a definite decrease in the electronic heat
capacity. Also discovered was an important in-
crease in the strength of the two low temperature
Einstein oscillators (at 13 and 32'K) in SiO, caused
by the Pt particle inclusions. In order to further
investigate size effects in the electronic heat ca-
pacity of small metal particles, three courses of
action may be taken. The heat capacity may be
measured to lower temperatures. The contribu-
tion of the amorphous SiO, at low temperatures
may be investigated more thoroughly to enable a
definite value of Ca",.o to be subtracted. A different
insulator than SiO, may be used (not Al, O,)"'"
which has a smaller linear term at low tempera-
ture and less important Einstein modes, e.g. ,
QeO
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